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Introduction
Koubek is Asia's 1st deflationary Education Metaverse Web 3.0 Project.
Its power lies upon the Education. Decentralisation allows Koubek to
flourish as a 100% community-driven Education Metaverse project with
engaged holders and rapid growth on a daily basis.
Released May 21, 2021 on the Binance Smart Chain network, the Koubek
project has Koubek means in Czech “Extreme in fortune, health & spirituality”.
Vision of KBK Project is transforming future of education which will allow
educators, influencers, content creators, across the world to create & upload
their own content, develop NFT projects, issue blockchain based certification
& help students fund their favourite educator.
The project has become a unique experiment in entire Education Industry in
which the investors are integrated into the project both from a creator
community and students standpoint. With progress plans developed with
intense brainstorming of more than 10 months ,Koubek stands as a solid
milestone in this progressive, exciting age of the New Education based
ecosystem.

Security
Koubek is safe by design. It is an ownership-renounced token with 75%
of the Total supply of $Koubek Token is already burnt.
With that, 2/3rd of the total supply was burnt into a dead address in the
project’s progress. It is impossible to modify Koubek's contract, and it is
impossible to pull liquidity from it.The team behind Koubek is a Experienced
Industry Professionals with 55+ years of Cumulative experience.
- The ownership of Koubek was renounced & 75% Total supply is sent to dead

address. The Koubek Team consists entirely of community volunteers who
are also invested in KBK.
- The initial liquidity and 75% of Koubek ’s total supply was sent to the dead

address at the project’s beginning.
With the help of investors & team members’ contributions, the Koubek smart
contract was professionally audited by EtherAuthority, which confirmed the
token as Very safe:
Audit Results
- No high-severity issues
- No medium-severity issues
- No low-severity issues – No owner privileges

Audit report is available to view on our official website –
https://www.koubektoken.com
Helpful Notes
Dead address - Address that has no one has any control or access to essentially
‘dead’
Liquidity pool - Is a pool of paired tokens that can be swapped between each
other- KBK-BNB, KBK-USDT = KBK can be swapped from the pool vice versa
Contract
- https://bscscan.com/address/0x6e9A1428798Ff011E2cF369b129630f686232
784

Transparency
Transparency is one of the Koubek Team’s highest priorities. The team
behind Koubek is a Experienced Industry Professionals with 55+ years of
Cumulative experience. With the help of investors & team member's
contributions, the Koubek smart contract was professionally audited by
EtherAuthority, which confirmed the token as safe: DAO adoption with Koubek
Project to ensure community representation which help Koubek Ecosystem
to provide decentralised approach in taking key decisions.
For example, community votes have been taken on most decision on how to
allocate funds, which exchanges to focus on, which areas to donate to, and
even which logo to use for the Koubek Project. We hope to evolve this into a
governance system involving the holdings of KBK.
Why Koubek Project?
1 - The goal behind $KBK Project is transforming future education which will

allow educators, content creators across the world to create & upload their
own courses & related content ie. courses, test etc.,
2 - Develop NFT projects, issue blockchain based certification & help students
fund their favourite educator.

3 - It will also incentivise with $KBK Tokens to the educators, students for

performing various task such as creating course, uploading questions,
attempting the test, sharing the test results, issue blockchain based
certification
In future - Koubek has a vision to launch
- $KBK Pay for existing holders of $KBK Project which they can stake & receive

higher APY.
- $KBK Pay will be LIVE within 6 months of launching $KBK Project.
- $KBK Pay is the payment coin of $KBK Project used for payment related to all
the education related programs.
- $KBK Tokens for courses fees, notes, videos, task, challenges, admission for

the program launched either by program launched either by Digital Gurukul or
other Edtech companies/colleges/universities across the world.
- Technically $KBK Pay can be used for any payment as it assures anonymity
& secrecy. Education Market worldwide is $1.2 Trillion in the year 2020 &
expected to grow to $10 Trillion by 2030.
Almost all stakeholders of Education domains prefer anonymous & trusted
payment services to avoid government
4 - Content commerce - Course creator can profit from course placement by
endorsing courses in sponsored video while interested viewers can shop
right from the website through $KBK Pay.

5 - The advertiser can pay the course creator in $KBK or fiat directly on the

platform.
7- Podcast :Content creator can interact with the participants in private/public
audio chat.Students can send virtual gift ie. $KBK coin to podcast host.
8 - Widget : An integration to the browser owner for rewarding the users of the
browser for all the activities performed under that browser

Tokenomics
The tokenomics of Koubek are as follows:
- 1,000,000,000,000,000 initial total supply
- 75% of the total supply burnt & sent to a dead address.
Out of rest tokens 20% - Development Team

10% - Technology team
15% - Marketing
40% - Public Sale
15% - Educational Initiatives

KBK Holders will earn UPTO 22% APY (One of the Highest in the world)
Once the Staking is announced - $Koubek Holders can earn Passive rewards
in their wallet with staking upto 22% Income MOM Basis.

This function is a unique and easy way for holders to receive rewards directly to
their wallet.
The passive rewards from holding KBK increase rapidly as KBK gains more
recognition and thus more transaction volume.
“To see growing numbers of KBK in your wallet just by holding is priceless.”

Use Cases/Ecosystem
The Marketing & web development team is constantly working to bring
new utility to KBK.
Upcoming Projects
KBK Staking - To be launched in Q4 2022 - Where Investors can easily stake
their KBK token holdings and earn passive rewards in their decentralised wallet
on MOM Basis.

KBKCharts - Acquired CoinExchangeworld.com to fullfill KBKChart

A charting and analysis tool for all tokens on the Binance Smart Chain. Once it
is fully released, it will generate income from ad spaces, NFT, Content & other
features that require KBK Tokens to use, which will further help the revenue
and project funding.
https://www.coinexchangeworld.com

Play2Earn (P2E) Gaming - To be launched in December 2022
In Koubek Ecosystem - $KBK will be multi-utility ecosystem token which
players can earn through P2E game modes with multiple games.
Thus, Koubek token can be traded through a traditional CEX/DEX and
Koubek P2E Gaming.
Koubek University - Partnered with Digital Gurukul

Koubek is centred around Education and it aims to launch launchpad for all
the educators across the world to create & launch their courses & earn the
revenue in $KBK
Platforms : www.store.koubektoken.com, www.digitalgurukul.in

KBK for Charitable Initiatives :
Koubek aims support initiatives for Education with $KBK tokens as a currency
those in need. A small service fee will be taken from each donation which will go
to the Koubek community fund wallet. Koubek has announced
$100 Million Koubek token pool towards education of Ukrainian students
KBK DeFi Wallet (Koubek Decentralised Wallet)
Koubek Wallet ($KBK Wallet) is the best BSC Based wallet and cryptocurrency
wallet to store your favourite BEP2, ERC20 and ERC721, tokens.
With Visa/MC integration, ERC20 wallet / portfolio tracker, Buy/Sell assets
Website: www.pay.koubektoken.com
NFT Marketplace - Q1- 2023

According to Hindu mythology there 33 crore gods in heaven which are under
rule of their king God Indra. Under Koubek Eco-System NFT Series of all the
supreme powerful gods would be created under Koubek Ecosystem with $KBK
Tokens
Koubek Metaverse - Q2 - 2023 - Partnered with Benevo Metaverse Done
An Metaverse division under Koubek ecosystem where all the education &
entertainment events will happen on Metaverse with $KBK as a joining/reward token

Partnerships
Education :
Digital Gurukul
Koubek (KBK) is the official token for Digital Gurukul Courses & donations.

https://www.digitalgurukul.in
Digital Gurukul is Asia’s leading Edtech company revolutionising the life of
millions of students, working professionals with digital skills.
The Koubek Team plans to implement tools for automatic donations towards
Education sector Digital Gurukul when users purchase certain KBK NFTs,
Merch, and more. Now it is possible to donate KBK to K2C.

Roadmap
Q - 1 - 2022 (Upon reaching 1000 Holders)

✅ Website and branding
✅ Social media channels
✅ Pre sale of KBK
✅ Add Bscscan logo + social profiles
✅ Multisig community wallet
✅ EtherAuthority Audit
Q-2 - 2022 (Upon reaching 10,000 Holders)
- Koubek E-Commerce Store Launch
- Website redesign
- Donations & Associations for Education Initiatives
- Koubek listing on DEX

Q - 3- 2022 (Upon reaching 20,000 Holders)
Coinstore Listing – 22nd Oct 2022
Influencer and marketing funding
KBKStore
KBKGames
Listing on other major DEX
Education Initiatives & Partnerships in Metaverse, Blockchain domains
Exploring Listing on Major CEXs like Bitmart, Coinbase, Binance
KBK P2E Games
Education Initiatives & partnerships
Listings on major CEXs
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Koubek Team
Because the ownership of Koubek was renounced upon creation, the Koubek
Team is composed entirely of professionals with 55+ years of cumulative
experience.
The leadership team are:
1 - Dr. Raj Padhiyar – Promoter , Marketing & Investor relations
2 - Kaustubh Joshi – Digital Marketing Manager
3 - Gursheen Kaur Siddhu – Digital Content Manager
4 - Amit Deshmukh - Sales Manager
5 - Daniel Sabbir – South East Asia- Community Manager
6- Ramesh Shrikonda - Strategic Advisor - Koubek Project
7 - Nikunj Nandha - Crypto Analyst
8 - Omar Saeed – PR Specialist- UAE Region

There are also various groups structured under the Koubek Team, including but
not limited to . . .
-Administration

12 Freelancers work together to coordinate the direction of Koubek project and

propose helpful use cases for the token.
-Marketing

5 Interns analyze how to optimize social outreach and manage official Koubek

social media as ideally determined.
-Media

2 members design original images, videos, and music to promote the Koubek
project in a professional and engaging way.

-Software/Web Development

2 members work together to build various applications which utilize the KBK
token. This is where applications like KBKCharts and KBK Wallets are managed.
In addition to this, the Koubek Team has groups dedicated to writing/translation,
communications, moderation, and support. The number of volunteers is
everexpanding as the Koubek project reaches a wider audience.

Resources
KBK Contract Address
0x6e9A1428798Ff011E2cF369b129630f686232784
BscScan
https://bscscan.com/token/0x6e9A1428798Ff011E2cF369b129630f686232784
Website
https://www.koubektoken.com
Twitter
https://twitter.com/koubekcoin
Telegram
https://t.me/koubekcoin
Reddit
https://www.reddit.com/r/koubekcoin/
Discord
https://discord.gg/JmSDPayDxq
Email: info@koubektoken.com
Koubek Smart Contract Audit :
https://github.com/EtherAuthority/Audit/blob/main/Koubek_Token.pdf
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